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Electronic Access Control for Mental Health

TDS002

Product outline

Key Features

An electronic lockset with an integrated override system 
that encourages patient independence whilst also 
providing reliable access during a barricade situation. 

The lockset is programmed and monitored using our 
Access Control (EAC) management software - Integra. 
This enables live lock plan updates, audit trails, custom 
lock plans and battery monitoring. 

Enable patient independence - reduces restrictive 
practices in line with Care Quality Commission 
guidelines; providing patient privacy and dignity, aiding 
the recovery process.

Integrated override - allowing the override of a 
barricade in less than 5 seconds without the need for 
additional tools.

Wireless System - can be retrofitted with minimal 
disruption.

Complete access control system - used with our wall 
readers, staff need only one access card to open all 
doors.

Wireless lock plan updates - access control 
managed through our EAC platform, enabling remote 
programming, and real-time updates.

Reduces staff keys and tooling - the override system 
is activated by our Lifeline key that is also used on our 
En-suite, vision panel, window restrictors and anti-
barricade door stop. 

The override system incorporates an emergency lever 
that provides mechanical advantage to unlock the 
door and a strong grip to pull the door open against a 
barricade. The override is activated by the Safehinge 
Primera (SHP) Lifeline key and does not require a 
separate tool kit. 

An internal ratchet mechanism deactivates the internal 
turn pull and prevents the patient from locking the door 
from the inside. 
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Product scoPe

• An anti-ligature electronic lockset with a fully 
integrated override system (Lifeline key operated), 
designed for mental heath environments.

• Utilises the features of our EAC system (Integra), 
allowing the locks to be controlled using approved 
credentials as well as offering live lock plan updates 
and audit trails.

• To ensure the product’s electronic features function 
successfully, it must be installed with all the relevant 
and approved infrastructure. It is highly recommended 
that SHP supply the infrastructure. SHP can take 
no responsibility for the system where existing 
infrastructure is used.

• SHP approved credentials (wristband, card, fob) must 
be used. Any unapproved credential may significantly 
reduce the performance of the product.

• The product uses a unique battery pack to ensure 
consistent quality. Additional battery packs must be 
purchased directly from SHP.

• A SHP Lifeline Key is required to activate the Integrated 
override. The override feature is only to be used in anti-
barricade situations or as an ultimate override to the 
lock.

• It is highly recommended that each member of staff 
carries a Lifeline key to ensure quick access to the 
override.

• The lockset is only one part of an anti-barricade 
procedure and other considerations, such as an 
outward opening door and anti-barricade mechanism, 
must be implemented for a complete, robust anti-
barricade solution. The anti-barricade sequence 
required for the lockset and anti-barricade door stop 
should be carefully considered, documented and 
trained depending on the specific configuration of your 
doorset.

• The anti-barricade process will work most effectively 
with SHP’s Swiftstop doorset. This configuration 
would allow the fastest speed of entry and give the 
option to release the anti-barricade before or after the 
emergency lever has been released.

• Before using the emergency override, it is essential 
that the anti-barricade stop is removed. Operating 
the emergency override before the anti-barricade is 
deployed may cause and interference and delay time to 
entry. The result of this varies depending on which anti-
barricade stop is used.

• Where Removable Door Stops are used, a cut-out 
feature will be required to allow fitting of the lockset 
and the use of the override. SHP do not complete 
the cut out feature and are not responsible for 

the door stops function or ligature performance. 
The specifications for this can be found within the 
installation instructions.

• Fire Performance - the lock case has been fire tested in 
accordance with BS EN 1634-1 up to 60 minutes of fire 
integrity. The intumescent supplied with the lock case 
must remain in place for the product life to ensure fire 
performance.

• Mechanical Performance - Safehinge Primera products 
have been rigorously tested to ensure they are suitable 
for mental health environments. For more details 
on the mechanical performance contact Safehinge 
Primera: info@safehingeprimera.com or 0330 058 
0988.

• Ligature Performance - TS001 A4. It is essential that 
the product has been installed and maintained as 
stated in the installation instructions and O&M manual 
to ensure the ligature performance is met for the 
lifetime of the product. This is not applicable when the 
emergency override is in use.  
Note - Care must be taken when the emergency 
override handle is deployed as this feature is not 
designed to be anti-ligature for maximum grip. 
Immediately after the operation is complete, staff must 
ensure the emergency handle is properly stowed and 
secured (see instructions).

• The override is a life-critical product and therefore 
regular testing of the system is essential to ensure the 
product is functioning correctly.

• It is important that staff are trained to use both the 
electronic and override aspect of the product. SHP 
will provide initial training following installation. It is 
recommended that refresher training sessions are 
completed regularly.

• SHP can provide a service level agreement (SLA) to 
aid in the maintenance of our EAC system (including 
the Integrated Override Lockset). The SLA is a highly 
recommended additional service.

• The lockset can be specified with an Oryx handle. 
Where an Oryx handle is specified the ligature 
performance is reduced to TS001 grade B4. The 
mechanical robustness is also reduced. This 
arrangement is only suitable for low risk or dementia 
wards.
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Product diagram
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Suitable for low risk or dementia 
wards only.

The Integrated Override Lockset 
can be specified with an Oryx lever 
handle. Where an Oryx handle is 
specified the ligature performance 
is reduced to TS001 grade B4. The 
mechanical robustness is also 
reduced. This arrangement is only 
suitable for low risk or dementia 
wards.

The internal turn will also be specified 
as an Oryx Lever handle. 
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Operated via a wireless network, our cloud-enabled system provides secure management of all electronic points of 
access on your wards.  A dedicated PC situated either on your ward or at head office allows remote programming of 
access permissions with real-time updates applied to any number of locks and credentials.  

Each lock is an update point, controlling live access permissions and communicating with the system via wireless 
access points.  A lockplan held on each credential is updated instantly at any lock, meaning there’s no additional 
admin time spent guiding users through lengthy update procedures.

Different permissions can be set for users of the software. For example, receptionists may only be able to create 
temporary visitor cards, while estates teams might have full system access.

set up modes

access control management soFtware - integra

Lockset Feedback

Light setup for 
Passport 5-way SOS

Light setup for the 
Intergrated Override 
Lockset, Wall Reader 
and Back of House 
Lockset

Green - Access Granted
A green light indicates a 
successful read of the 
credential

Blue - Polling
A blue light indicates polling. 
This is the communication 
between the lockset and the 
cloud service.

Red - No Access
A red light indicates that the 
credential does not have 
access or that a credential 
has not been read correctly

The diagram below shows the possible responses from the electronic locksets. The length of time for each signal will 
be determined by the set up of the lockset.

The EAC locksets can be set up in different modes to change the speed of entry and how the audit trail is recorded.

Live Online - when online, a live audit trail is provided for each transaction. With Integra, lock plan changes and 
access management changes can be pushed out live. The typical speed of entry is 1 second. This may increase to 
2 seconds during a lock plan update.

Passive Mode - when in passive mode, the access control is being run from memory, from the last state. Live 
audit trails and events are still recorded in passive mode. The time to entry is instant. 

Offline - offline mode is used in the rare event of loss of cloud remote server, loss of local server or internet full 
failure.   In this state, the lock can no longer be managed live. The audit trail will be stored locally on the lock until 
the system is back online. The entry time is increased to 3 seconds. 

Mode Access Time
Live Online (standard) <1s
Live Online (lock plan updates) <2s
Passive Mode <0.5s
Offline <3s
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credentials

Smartcard Tear Fob Wristband

Integrated Override Lockset 5-Way SOS Lockset Back of house locksetWall Readers

electronic 
locKset

credential

adjustable wristband
Part No. : PR-6934-AWB

Technology: Mifare Classic 1K

                      

smart card
Part No. :PR-6904-UCP

Technology: Mifare Classic 1K

     

tear Fob (Black)
Part No. : PR-6913-BMF

Technology: Mifare Classic 1K

                      

contractor smartcard
Part No.: PR-6909-CON

Technology: Mifare Classic 1K

To use the credentials, hold them to the contact area of the lockset until access has been granted or denied (green or 
red). Aim for the centre of the contact area to ensure reliable reading.

Only the approved credentials (shown below) should be used with any of Safehinge Primera’s EAC products. Other 
credentials may not be compatible or provide poor read range. 
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electronic access control inFrastructure

NFC

Dedicated Integra PC - required to set up and run the Integra software. Both Server and Client 
software can be installed on the same device. It is possible to have multiple Clients on the same 
network but only one Server. 

Minimum Operating Systems requirements:

Server:
Windows server 2008+R2 – 2010, until current (2018)

Windows 7, until current (2018)

Processor: generation 7, 2GHz minimum

RAM: 8 GB minimum

Hard Disk space: 200 GB minimum

Note: the requirements may change depending on the installation size

Handheld Programmer - Within 
the EAC System, the Handheld 
programmer is required to initialise a 
Point of Access Hardware connecting 
them to the Integra network.

NFC Encoder - A card encoder allows 
new credentials to be written. Once 
written, the credentials lock plan can 
be updated through the Integra  Client 
software. 

Gateway Router Firewall - the 
hardware device is the entrance 
from the Cloud to the secure local 
area network (LAN) in which the 
EAC System will run.  The device has 
advanced firewall policies.

Cloud Control Key - The Cloud Control 
Key allows for remote access into the 
LAN, allowing for the system to be 
checked on by a maintenance provider

Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) 
- A device that maintains power to 
equipment for a short period after 
mains failure. Its use is intended to 
prevent loss or corruption of data.

Power Supply Unit (PSU) - Provides 
12V power for electronic locksets with 
an input for a backup battery

Battery Backup - A backup battery 
provides power to a system when 
the primary source of power is 
unavailable. This allows lockset to be 
set up as fail secure in-case of power 
failure.

12Vdc

Wireless Access Point (WAP) - A 
networking hardware device that 
allows our Points of Access Hardware 
to connect to our wired LAN Access 
Control network .

Power Over Ethernet (POE) Switch 
- a network switch that runs power 
as well as data through one network 
cable. This means no separate power 
is required for WAP’s.

Client:
Windows 7, until current (2018)

Processor: 1.5 GHz minimum

RAM: 4 GB minimum

Hard Disk space: 200 GB minimum
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To ensure the product’s electronic features function successfully, it must be installed with all the relevant and approved 
infrastructure. It is highly recommended that SHP supply the infrastructure. SHP can take no responsibility for the system 
where existing infrastructure is used.

eac system layout

POE Switch

Gateway 
Router 

Firewall
Secure Local Area Network

Trust IT Optional

Cloud 
Control 
Key

Dedicated integra PC

Trust IT

Card Encoder

Handleheld Programmer

SHP Approved Credentials

Cloud

WAP 1 WAP 2 WAP 3

Card Fob Wristband

NFC

NFC

Wall Reader

Electronic Lockset Electronic Door Lock

UPS

UPS

PSU
12VDC

NFC

NFC

Backup 
Battery 
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tecHnical sPeciFications

Parameter Value Unit 
RFID Frequency 13.56 MHz
RFID Communication range Up to 20 mm
Card data read/write verification time <1 s
Audit Trial (when stored offline) 1000
RF Frequency/Modulation 868-870 MHz divided into the 

subranges/GFSK
MHz

RF Communication range up to 25 m
Power Source 6V Alkaline Battery Pack
Battery Life 6-12 months, depending on usage
Fire Rating Up to FD 60
Visual Interface Green, Red, Blue LEDs
IP Rating IP40
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t 0330 058 0988

e info@safehingeprimera.com

w www.safehingeprimera.com

Blackpool Office

Unit 8 Bankfield House

250 Bristol Avenue

Blackpool

FY2 0JF

Glasgow office

Level 4, Skypark 3

14 Elliot Place

Glasgow

G3 8EP


